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OCCS may expire
By D. RANDALL OLSON
Student Government director Gary
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Himert reported at the Oct. 29 meeting
that the future of the Organization of
Community College Students is in
jeopardy.
CD is a member of the statewide
organization which is a springboard for
student input into the Illinois Commun¬
ity College Board through its authority
to select the board’s student member.
Barb Truelson, OCCS treasurer, told
the Courier that it is certain that OCCS
will be dismantled. Truelson explained
that since not all Illinois community
colleges are actively involved with the
group, the ICCB does not feel it is truly
representative of Illinois students.
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New group forming
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ICCB currently is forming a new
student advisory group to replace
OCCS. The board wants to be sure that
all students are fairly represented in the
decision-making process as required by
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the Illinois Community College Act.
The hiring of a new assistant
coordinator of student activities was
announced at the meeting. Mark Geller
will start in his new post Nov. 15.

Stark task force

DUPAGE STUDENT GETS blood pressure checked on CD campus. Such
services are often provided by this institution’s health center, along with
blood drives and flu shot program.

SG director Dave Stark discussed the
current transportation problems plagu¬
ing the campus. Stark will be heading a
task force to look at both carpooling
and shuttle buses as a means of

addressing some of the students’
concerns. Stark also noted that shuttles
will again be operating during the first
two weeks of the winter quarter, but
because the Building A bookstore is
expected to be open by that time,
demand for the shuttle service might be
less than in the past.
Early in the meeting, SG announced
it would consider the resignation of
director Sally Gedwill and the appoint¬
ment of a successor. However, after the
group went into closed executive
session, Gedwill reconsidered and
remains on SG. The Courier was unable
to contact her as to her original
resignation intentions.

No school Nov. 11
No classes will be held on
Thursday, Nov. 11 on the DuPage
campus due to Veterans’ Day.
This holiday gives all citizens
the chance to ponder and
memorialize the great and cour¬
ageous sacrifices made by those in
the United States armed forces in
the past in the defense of liberty,
as well as the opportunity to
relish in our freedom we hold
today.
Normal class schedules will
resume Friday, Nov. 12.

Musical 'Superstar' opens Nov. 11
The musical

“Jesus Christ

Super-

star” by Rice and Webber will be
performed at CD Nov. 11 through 14
and 18 through 21.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
performances are at 8 p.m., Sundays at
2 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center of

Building M.
The musical relates the events of the
final week of Jesus’ life, culminating
with His crucifixion. “I don’t Know
How to Love Him” and the title song
are two of the musical numbers
included in the show.

Two directors
Frank Tourangeau is the director;
Lee Kesselman is music director. Laurel
Waszak is the choreographer.
Leading roles are played by Mark
Fay (Jesus of Nazareth) of Naperville,

Kat Gaynor-Maioriello (Mary Magda¬
Orland
(Pontius Pilate) of Aurora, Vincent
Hanrahan (Peter) of Lombard, Stephen
Gregory (Judas Iscariot) of Wheaton,
Bill Barry Jr. (King Herod) of Addison,
Richard Almassey (Annas) of Villa
Park, Joseph Gilbert (Simon Zealotes)
of Wheaton, and Edward Max (Caia-

lene) of Glen Ellyn, Thomas

phas) of Lombard.

Large cast
Other cast members include Marco
Benassi, Susan Mais, Bruce Walwark,
all of Addison; James Gracey Bensenville; Tony Keiling, Bloomingdale;
Glenna Kincheloe, Brookfield; Martin
Duhatschek, Cicero; Julie Kennedy,
Lisa Quilici, Shari Smith and Kurt
Zauke, Downers Grove; Allen Hlavacek
and Robert
Van Kooten, Elmhurst.
Also, Cheryl Potts, Rene Ruelas and
Kenneth Udell, Glendale Heights;
Cynthia Gabriel, Maria Paul, Jerry
Spikes, Angela Tretrina, Patricia Yuen
and Suzanne Zachreus, Glen Ellyn; and
James Kingsfield, Hinsdale.

Tickets $6
Others are Levi Tate, LaGrange;
Catherine Adomaitis, Jennifer Dublin,
Ten Fosket and Karin Lunde, Lisle;
Alison Bock, Kathleen Fox and Erwin
Wilson, Lombard; Ellen Carroll and
Bryan Jones, Naperville; Michael
Fosnot, Villa Park; Lisza Bertram,
Warrenville; Lisa Nichols, West Chica¬
go; David Krumwiede and John
Shelton, Westmont; Renata Bielskis,
Wheaton, Amy Woods, Winfield; and
Timothy Ecklund and Joseph Soto,
Wood Dale.

event has $6 ticket price and is expected to be sold out
DUPAGE PERFORMERS REHEARSE musical number
for upcoming play, "Jesus Christ Superstar. E a ora e

swiftly.
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Former hostoge speaks

Campus scene
Solar heating

Moorhead Kennedy, one of the
highest-ranking State Department offi¬
cials held hostage in Iran for 444 days,
will discuss “A New View of
Peacemaking” at 8 p.m. Monday, Nov.
15, in the Performing Arts Center of
Building M.
The lecture, open to the public free of
charge, is one of the Humanities and
Liberal Arts Division’s artists/scholarin-residence series.
Kennedy will discuss the role and
responsibility of educational and reli¬
gious institutions in promoting and
maintaining peace. He is the founder
and executive director of the Cathedral
Peace Institute at the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine in New York City.
Since Sept. 1981, he and his wife Louisa
have devoted themselves to organizing
an institute for the research and study
of such topics as the influence of the
media on terrorism, the psychological
defenses used by the students who held
the Americans hostage in Iran and
religion as both a source of and a
solution to political conflicts.

Club decals
Club decals are now being offered to
current members of Phi Theta Kappa
at 50 cents each. The transfers are
suitable for displaying on automobiles,
notebooks, luggage and bulletin boards.
They are available from Elinor
McCarthy, the group’s sponsor, in
A3021C during office hours or before
and between classes.

**SKI**SKI**SKI**
College of DuPage is
now forming a new ski
club this year. So get
in on the fun and ask
for more information at
the SG office, A2042,
Tom Joblanski or Wes
Segni.

GO FOR IT!

John Gilbert, mechanical engineer for
General Electric, Oak Brook, will
discuss the solar heaing installation in
his Western Springs residence at 10
a.m. Friday, Nov. 12 in A1017.
Gilbert’s solar installation was
custom designed by himself and an
air-conditioning contractor from West
Chicago for an existing house with
virtually no exotic commerical compo¬
nents, but it offers a high degree of
flexibility for different modes of
operation under differing conditions,
along with a complete automatic
control and monitoring system.

Summer in Europe
Applications are now being accept¬
ed for the CD Overseas German
Program’s fifth annual summer session
in Europe, June 29 to Aug. 2.
The program includes some travel
within Europe, but the greater part of
the five weeks is spent in residence on
Lake Constance, where Germany,
Switzerland and Austria meet. Partici¬
pants live in private homes and attend
morning classes at Konstanz University
for CD credit in German and/or
humanities. Prior knowledge of German
is not required. All-inclusive cost is
$2,599.
Interested parties may attend a
meeting at 6:30 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 21
in K-157. Additional information is
available from David Gottshall in
A3034d, ext. 2009, or messages may be
left at ext. 2048.

SNOW IS HERE!!!
Well, not yet, but the
CD Ski Club is almost
here, and we need a
faculty adviser. If any¬
one on the faculty is
interested in some great
downhill action, contact
Tom Joblanski or Wes
Segni in the SG office.

seminar sponsored by the Business and
Professional Institute in cooperation
with the Small Business Council of the
Greater O’Hare Association of Industry
and Commerce, Tuesday, Nov. 16 at
7:30 a.m. in the Holiday Inn, Itasca.
The $45 cost for council members
includes breakfast.
More information is obtainable at
858-2800, ext. 2180.

College hot line
A toll-free hot line telephone number
will be made available from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 6 and
7, by the Illinois Association of College
Admissions Counselors.
Illinois residents may phone 1-800942-7404 toll-free with questions about
college selection, admission, testing and
financial aid.
The hot line phones will be manned
by members of IACAC, a non-profit
organization of high school and college
admissions counselors, and representa¬
tives of the American College Testing
Program, the College Entrance Exami¬
nation Board, the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission and college
financial aid officers.

Racketball party
A racketball party will be held at the
Naperville Courts on Saturday, Nov.
13, from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Tickets, which cost $8 and entitle the
holder to court time and an unlimited
number of submarine sandwiches, are
available at the door or from members
of the Engineering Club.
The event is open to all CD students
and their friends.
Further information is available at
469-5618.

Giving, receiving
Credit extension and the collection of
receivables will be the focus of a

r

Now Open!

First Place
Athletic Shoes & Clothing
Pickwick Plaza, Glen Ellyn
858-5300
• A//Tee
• Converse
• New Balance
• Tiger
• Sub 4 & More. . .

SPECIAL
Save 10% on all
running & court
shoes!

Mon.-Fri., 9:30—6, Thurs. til 9, Sat. 9:30—5:30

TIVOLI
THEATRE
5021 Highland, Downers Grove

T

YORK THEATRE

()utt north of tha Burlington tracks and om block ant ot Main)

For show information 968-0219

150 N. York Rd., Elmhurst
For Show Information 834-0675

CURRENT MOVIES in a
CLEAN. FRIENDLY THEATER

DO IT NOW!
$]50

All Seats
All Times

S150

All Seats
All Times

$|50

Prairie ug

review

The Humanities Society Publication, sponsored by CD students and
including creative works of the community as well as those of the student
body and faculty, is now accepting the following submissions:

Art, aphorism, essay, poetry, short story (fiction, non/fiction,
Children’s stories, classical, futuristic, scientific, philosophical,
nonsensical, mystery), photography.
Send to: Prairie Light Review, c/o Courier Barn
or call Kim Kyp. Editor, ext. 2113
Alan Carter, ext. 2124

Deadline for submissions is November 15,1982
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Heat woes
almost over

Building A.
“The new device being put in,”
Carlson pointed out, “will distribute air

The heat problem which has gripped
Building A for much of the fall quarter
was due to the installation of a new fan
system, according to Ken Kolbet, vice
president of administrative affairs.

Part of the price tag for the system is
being paid by the federal government,

much better than the current unit. As
such, it will be much more economical
to operate.”

which gave DuPage an energy conser¬
vation grant to use toward paying for

the project.
“The whole job,” Carlson indicated,
“will cost $429,000 and the target date
for completion is Dec. 15.”
According to the CD health center,
the main heat trouble appears to have
dissipated.
“It really seemed to be at its height a
couple of weeks ago,” a health center
spokesperson commented.

She remarked that students did not
seem to be made sick by the overly
warm conditions but that the heat
exacerbated the illnesses of those who
did have maladies.
“Those who are sick,” she pointed
out, “came to the health center looking
for a place to ease their problems, but it
was just as hot here as it was elsewhere
in Building A and this might have hurt
people who needed to cool down.”

“This new unit,” Kolbet commented,
“is a variable air volume system which
circulates air throughout the edifice.”
Kolbet remarked that during instal¬
lation of the system, certain fans in an
area would have to be shut down.
“And when this was done,” the
administrator declared, “the air would
stagnate and cause a sector to seem
hot. It was not a problem with the
heater, just air not circulating.”
Don Carlson, director of campus
services, noted that most of the steamy
areas were around the center of

Educators!
April 15 is
Sooner than
you think!

onlyoneofthesepensisthm
enou&ito draw the line below.

Were you surprised at your income
tax bill last year? Are you afraid to
think about how much your taxes
will be this year?

It's the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilot's remarkable new Precise Ball Liner
Pen. (If you haven't guessed which one it is. look at the top photo again.
It's the trim beauty on the bottom left.)
But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilot s Precise Ball Liner is
the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly across the page
because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held securely within a needle-like
stainless steel collar. A collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most
durable, trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.
It's letter-writer'sjoy. An artist's dream.
A scribbler's delight.
One more fine point: the Pilot
Precise Ball Liner doesn't
_
have a big, fat price.
Ifsjust a skinny
$1.19.

Congress provides generous tax
deductions, not generally available
to the public, for those employed
by school districts, municipal gov¬
ernments, and certain not-for-profit
organizations.
If you feel you may need an addi¬
tional tax deduction this year, H.C.
Copeland and Associates may be
able to help. Our firm specializes in
tax planning for employees of
school districts and other non-profit
institutions, and we have a repre¬
sentative in your area.

j
j
i

If you would like to learn more ab¬
out the tax savings benefits avail¬
able to you, complete and mail the
coupon below. Or, if you would
like an immediate appointment
with our representative for your
area, call Lois Lynam at (312) 2367996.

|

(Ball liner

The rolling ball pen that revolutionizes thin writing.

H
eisseron campus!
Students getjftni
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•CHICAGO
29 E. MADISON
346-8478 SUITE 206
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Mail to: Lois Lynam
H.C. Copeland and Associates, Inc.
201 N. Wells
Chicago, Illinois 60606

• AURORA 892-8010
•BOLINGBROOK
739-3141
•BUFFALO GROVE
541-6320
•ELGIN 695-3038
•ELK GROVE 893-7660
•EVANSTON 864-3636
•HANOVER PARK
837-9440
•JOLIET 729-0405
•KANKAKEE 9394)471

J Name:_
2 Address:I City-undreds of designer frames such as :

l State__ Zip-

•JORDACHE

‘BILL BLASS

tin ACC all types of contact
1. SIO Orr lenses on initial fitting
A

SOPHIA LOREN •QUINTESSENCE

I Home Phone--I Business Phone:---

’HANG TEN

•OSCAR DE LA RENTA
IOROTHV HAMILL and other frames
TRY SOFT CONTACTS FREE
in our office

BONUS:
FREE FRAME

The Modest
Professional

(312)960-3463

L

select group I

Clip and
present this ad
prior to purchase

2. 40% OFF complete glasses
.choose from any of our designer frames
• eye examination available by a Doctor of Optometry
_

. MfsvM slartinge AA for selected single
v.s.ongia.,..

3. GLASSES •»

S49

mice includes frames and clear glass lenses

ON SECOND PAIR

Professional typing
at a reasonable price
PEGGY DEMSKE

.GEOFFREY BEENE

a hard or soft lenses

• NORRIDGE 452-5006
•OAK LAWN 423-0787
•VILLA PARK 833-9000
•WAUKEGAN 336-0448
•WESTMONT 963-3010

variable only to students, faculty, and staft members

TRUSTED SINCE 1898

OPTICAL

'eisser
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Editorial

Hail to the champs
With the baseball season now but a distant memory and the NFL
players still on strike, many people are looking elsewhere to find highquality athletic, squads. They need look no further than the College of
DuPage, which had two teams win championships in late October.
The cross country squad took its second straight N4C title, with Chaps’
sophomore Steve Strevell coming in first and Lance Murphy second.
Other high finishers were James Shavers, Larry Wood, Herb Ehninger,
Jim Sylte, Tim Evans and A1 Francik.
In fact, CD swept seven of the top eight places in the meet.
Another champion on campus is the CD golf team, which captured
the region IV golf tournament in Joliet.
The star of the squad is sophomore Mark Woodcock who finished
first in the match. Paul Jackson and Kelly Holmes also contributed
significantly to the success of the group.
The linkers high ranking is not unusual for CD, however, since the
duffers finished second in the nation in 1980.
We roundly applaud these winners who have given DuPage so much
to be proud of. In these days of strikes and skyrocketing sports salaries,
it is good to see the spirit of amateur competition which these two squads
embody.
We also wish them luck as they attempt to add more trophies to their
collections. The CD golf team, as a result of its championship, qualified
for the National Junior College Athletic Association tournament next
spring in Florida.
The cross country team will try to capture its region IV crown and
would advance to the national meet if it did so.
Hopefully our sinewy battalions can reach the pinnacle of collegiate
athletic success. But if they do not, the squads have certainly given
DuPage a season to remember.

Talking transfer
i

Don Dame
'

I recently attended a number of
conference at four-year colleges and
universities, where I talked with former
CD students who had transferred. Nine
out of 10 of them said that if they had
to do it over again, they would choose
CD to begin their college education. All
the former students I have conversed
with this year felt they were prepared
to compete academically at the
four-year school because of their
training at DuPage.
Some of their comments:
“You had better be able to read and
write when you get down here
(four-year school). All I do is read, read,
read and write reports and research
papers.’’
“I THINK MY teachers at CD were
better than the ones I have here.”
“I wish I would have used my
adviser more at CD.”
“Tell the students back at CD to get
the associate of arts degree; it sure
saved me from a lot of hassles when I
transferred.” (Most former CD students
recommend this.)
“It’s scary at first down here
(four-year school) because it’s a new
place and big. But if you realize that
about 5,000 other new students are just
as scared as you are, it helps to get over
the ‘hump.’ Then things start to make
sense.”
“IT WILL TAKE me longer than
four years to graduate, but that’s
because I didn’t decide on a major ’til I
got here and now I have to take some

foundation courses in my major. I’m
glad I took time to explore and didn’t
rush into something I wouldn’t like.”
While conferring with former CD
students now at four-year schools, I
tape recorded their perceptions of trans¬
fer institutions and feedback about
their experiences at CD.
Copies of the tapes are in the
Planning and Information Center for
Students (PICS) in the Learning
Resource Center (LRC), the Advising
Center (A2012), Counselors’ offices and
the Educational Advising Centers.
The tapes focus on Eastern Illinois
University, George Williams College,
Governors State, Illinois State, North¬
ern Illinois, Sangamon State, Southern
Illinois (Carbondale), the University of
Illinois (Urbana), the University of
Wisconsin (Whitewater) and Western
Illinois University. They could help stu¬
dents considerably in completing their
degree at four-year schools and could
make one’s transition from CD to the
transfer institution more comfortable.
Why not take some time soon to
listen?
GUEST OPINIONS WELCOME
In an effort to present a diversity of view¬
points within its columns, the Courier invites
students, staff and the community to sub¬
mit guest opinion pieces on college-related
issues as well as on topics dealing with
local, state and international affairs._

Letter

Parking ills? Go west
To the Editor:
In response to Karen Fouts’ letter in
the Oct. 29 Courier, I would like to
present an outline of the parking
situation at CD. Many students here
are asking about the parking problem,
wanting to know what SG is doing
about it. As stated earlier, SG doesn’t
have control over the situation
anymore.
To begin with, this letter isn’t being
written to defend SG, but to inform all
the students of the problem. As of now,
two problems are involved with
parking. First, no students are
permitted to park in the SRC lot west
of building A. This is because the
contractor has control over the new
parking facility until the SRC is
completed (which will be in February or
March). Only then will CD have control
over the lot and only then will CD be

| A quick look backward |
The question of the week at the
beginning of Nov., 1967, was “What are
your feelings about the draft demon¬
strations and hippies protesting in
Washington against the war?” Four of
the five questioned supported the
demonstrations but opposed violence as
a way of getting their point across.
Some CD students took part in a
draft protest staged in Wheaton on
Nov. 5, 1968. One protester, John
Belushi, said, “I think most of us are
here because it’s the only effective way
we have of voicing our opinions.” Class
rings were for sale at the CD bookstore,
and cost between $24.50 and $48.
Hot food came to campus in early
Nov., 1969, when the Food Services
cafeteria opened in Building K. SUG
announced plans to raffle off dates with
two students, one male and one female.
Tickets cost 25 cents.
Test results released in early Nov.,

The Courier is a weekly newspaper serv¬
ing the College of DuPage. Editorial offices
are in the white barn east of J Bldg.
Telephone 858-2800, ext. 2379or 2113.

Opinions expressed in the Courier do not necessarily represent the views of
the staff of the College of DuPage.
The Courier is a member of the Community College Journalism Association,
the Associated Collegiate'Press and the Illinois Community College Journalism
Association.

able to permit parking if it chooses to.
Secondly, the Board of Trustees is
involved with the parking problem
because of the light fixtures. They are
unsafe. The lawyer, Laurence Slutsky,
representing the Board of Trustees, is
presently involved in a suit against the
supplier, manufacturer, and contractor
of these lights. The case will be heard
on Dec. 17. The Board of Trustees has
the power to file such a suit, not SG.
If any students have a problem with
parking, I suggest they try using the M
lot closest to the street. According to
the Office of Public Safety, about 60
cars are parked during the day in that
lot. The capacity of the lot is 660 cars.
Therefore, if a student thinks that a
parking problem exists, he or she
should try the M lot for a change.
Wes Segni,
SG transportation committee

Advertising rates are available upon request. Deadline for ads is one week prior
to publication: 5 p.m. the preceding Friday
for routine announcements.
The college is located at Lambert Road
and 22nd Street, Glen Ellyn. IL 60137.

1970, showed that the noise level in the
Campus Center on any average noon
reached approximately 93 decibels,
about the same as that in a steel mill.
A Viet Nam vet was elected president
of the CD Nursing Council in Nov.,
1971.
The Data Processing club was formed
in Nov., 1972. The college open house
that month featured music, flower
arranging, a writing conference, compu¬
ters, a tour of the DLL and a mini-lab
for students interested in foreign
language skills.
What may have been the shortest
board meeting in CD history took place
on Oct. 31, 1973. It lasted less than
three minutes. According to the
Courier, “The record short meeting was
a surprise to all present, especially to
one observer who said she sneezed and
then found out she had missed the
meeting.”

Editor.Dan Cassidy
photoEditor.Brian O’Mahoney
FaCulty adviser.James J.Nyka
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College update
A brief look at what’s happening at community colleges and four-year schools across the country.
In an attempt to ward off
such dance-related injuries as
tendonitis, muscle pulls knee
and ankle sprains, students en¬
rolled in dance classes at the
University of California (Ir¬
vine) are now required to
undergo a physical screening
that measures one’s posture,
flexibility and percentage of
body fat. One facet of the
operation — a nude weigh-in
— is criticized by UCI’s
student newspaper New Uni¬
versity, which calls the prac¬
tice “insensitive” to the mod¬
esty and privacy of the 300
dancers involved. . .The park¬
ing problem at the university
has been compounded by the
closing of two lots and a
higher-than-anticipated enroll¬
ment. The shortage of vehicle
slots has sparked two inci¬
dents — a head-on collision
when two cars tried to avoid
an auto parked in a traffic
f

aisle; and the arrest of a male
student who brandished a
knife at a female driver in a
dispute over — you guessed it
— a parking space.
Parking at Arizona State
University is likewise a head¬
ache, in fact, a “multi-headed
monster,” according to the
State Press, student paper at
ASU. Building construction to
accommodate an increasing
enrollment has cut down on
the number of parking spaces
in recent years. Some 30,605
parking permits were issued
for the 1981-82 school year,
although only 17,270 spaces
were available. . .A letter to
the editor from doctoral stu¬
dents blasts the school’s
library as “one of the poorest
research facilities in which we
have ever attempted to work.”
. . .High GPA’s mark the
efforts of Taiwanese students
who are flocking to ASU to

"

Students
mixed on
hall din

pursue technological studies
. . .Enrollment in religion
classes has more than tripled
since 1975, jumping from 320
to 1,145 during that time span.
Refrigeration units have
been installed to reduce the
stench in the cadaver lab of the
Physical Therapy Department
at California State University
(Fresno). The cadavers are
now wrapped in storage bags
and stored in regrigerators.
They previously had been
soaked in formaldehyde and
phenol, inserted in plastic
containers and kept in the
open. Two students currently
are seeking compensation from
the state, claiming that the
fumes in the lab damaged their
contact lenses.
Beginning Sept., 1983, a $30
fee will be tagged on to
students’ tuition for the next
20 years to help pay for a

Craig Havlik, Glen Ellyn:
“Some of the construction
noise gets to you after a while.
I don’t know what you could
do about it since they’re
building. ”_

Does the noise and confusion in
Building A's hallways bother you?
Why or why not? How would you
resolve the problem?

Mary Ellen Hughes, WoodDale: “It bothers me only
when I’m trying to concen¬
trate. Maybe if they desig¬
nated places to socialize and
places to study it would solve
the noise problem.”
Cece Carr, LaGrange: “I’ve
learned to blank the noise out
so it really doesn’t bother me.”
Yono Lechtma, Hinsdale:
“It really doesn’t bother me.”
Anne Goncher, WoodDale:
“It does. It is loud and
congested. I go downstairs to
avoid it. They should keep
people from congregating in
the hallways.”
Bob Hart, Woodridge: “It
does not bother me. I am used
to noise.”
Sue Rosener, Glen Ellyn:
“They don’t bother me at all.
When I’m in class, they close
the door.”

Speak & be seen

Kevin Turner
Kevin Turner, Wheaton:
“Yes, it does if I’m in a class.
Mainly stairwell three bothers
me. Tell people to hang out in
the lounges instead of in the
hallways.”
Brenda DelBosque, Whea¬
ton: “No. I’m part of it. I do
the same thing. I see no
problem to resolve.”
Teri Barto, Downers Grove:
“I don’t mind because the cute
construction workers are making the noise."_

SUNDANCE,
fxTDST CAN'T FINDTH6.TIAAE
TO CjE-T TO THE Li B>ftARy j

SHIRI EY’S WORLD
WHAT/I QAKTj
COULDAjY FXMCE
A PARWIG
SPACEJHTN, _
SOVE AIK I'.fi

HEAD PEAR

ended me,

health, PE and recreation
complex presently under con¬
struction at the University of
Arkansas.
“A Family Reunion” was
the theme of the 27th annual
Mom and Dad’s Day at
Northern Arizona University
(Flagstaff). The activities in¬
cluded a chemistry magic
show, a student art sale and
exhibit, a talent show, presen¬
tation of the opera “Camelot”
and a football game.
“Severe financial problems”
forced the owners of an
off-campus dorm at Northern
Illinois University (DeKalb)
to eliminate maintenance and
food service Nov. 1. Heating
and water are scheduled to be
cut off Nov. 22. The facility
houses 62 residents, many of
whom have paid their rent for
the entire semester — some for
the whole year. Monthly room

Parker Martyn, Wheaton:
“Yes, the noise does bother me
at times. Usually because the
room door was open. I don’t
see a solution.”
Jim Sheedy, Aurora: “No,
I’m not in the hallways that
much. During my speech class,
I can hear it. I don’t think
there is a way to resolve the
problem.”
Craig Johnson, Glen Ellyn:
“Yes. I find it very disruptive
to the class atmosphere. I feel
more hub lounges here would
solve the problem.”
Dan Pope, Glen Ellyn: “I
really don’t seem to notice the
noise while in class.”
Tim Klass, Clarendon Hills:
“Try sitting in mv math class

X DON’T KNOW WHERE.TO START-l
I JOST CAN'T CONCENTRATE...

IfHE LOUN6E5 WERE

mCKED,AND^

I HAD TO
SGtJEETE

MY MAT

JHFCU6H
THE HALES
TO CLASS,

and board at the facility costs
$300 for a single room, $250
for a double. The owners have
promised to reimburse the
students when “sufficient
funds exist”. . .A proposed $6
million recreation complex in
front of the football stadium at
NIU is expected to be paid for
by raising the student activity
fee $20. The assessment was
approved in a Student Assoc¬
iation referendum three years
ago.
An editorial in the Warhoop,
student newspaper at El
Camino (Calif.) College, bewails
the school’s diminishing con¬
trol over its own destiny. Since
passage of Proposition 13 in
California, when citizens voted
to reduce property taxes, the
state is now paying 80 percent
of El Camino’s expenses and
thus can be dictate policy.
in A2029 with the humidity
level and constant noise in the
hallways. I think a couple of
ways to resolve the problems
are to carpet the hallways and
to keep peolpe out of the
hallways somehow. In addi¬
tion, I feel when the other
buildings are completed, that
will resolve it somewhat."

Marcella Cipriani
Marcella Cipriani, Villa
Park: “I feel it’s fine because
it’s a way to meet people. The
enrollment is up at CD. The
students have nowhere to go."

I7v\ Still AHEAD
OF THE CLASS.

OHH...GOTAN\
SPlRIN?y
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By SCOT STEVENS
English composition does not have

LEPPERT BELIEVES THAT learn
mg by
doing is
an acceptable

to include tedious grammar drills or the
pressures of mid-term and final

alternative to learning by listening to
lectures. He has seen this principle
work in the Alpha program.

examinations. It is possible for the
subjects of essays to be stimulating as
well as relevant.

Leppert

their

next five
minutes.”

years

it

or

concerns

the

five

mid-term

or

original

Following the dictation, Leppert
analyzes each essay’s structure and
points out common errors made by
students.
WHAT LEPPERT IS looking for is
an indication that the student under¬
stands what was dealt with in class.

be

When the individual proves that he can
effectively express himself in writing,
he has met the objective of the course.

ANOTHER OPINION HELD by
this instructor is that students ought to

In accordance with his philosophy of
individualized education, Leppert re¬

have an active role in determining their
own education.

His class requires no

book and no
examination.

the

Leppert’s Alpha excursions included
backpacking, travel in Europe and the
study of marine biology in Florida.

The subjects of Leppert’s assign¬
ments are, for the most part, left up to
the individual.

of

that effective education could
achieved outside the classroom.”

the

next

one

“During the late ’60s and early ’70s,”
he recalled, “the idea was circulating

PEOPLE OUGHT TO have some
control over their own futures,” he
“whether

was

members to organize and run Alpha in
1970. He was dean of the program from
1972 until 1978.

imaginations with assignments like
What
I
Did
on
My
Summer
Vacation.”

explained,

and being able to write well is
important, so I feel justified in keeping
my students writing.”

An advocate of diversified education,

Bill Leppert, a CD English instructor
for the past 13 years, teaches students
to write without putting them to sleep
with grammar rules or stifling

understand a poem,” he said, leaning
back with his heavy hiking boots on his
desk, “I write it out. There isn’t a lot of
writing required of people in our society

final

mains available and willing to take time
outside the classroom with students

“Each person’s educational program
should be tailored to fit his individual

“The testing is constant,” he said,
“because the student is always
writing.”

needs,” he maintained. “Every student
needs special attention, not just those
who aren’t meeting structured objec-

seeking extra assistance.
What’s exciting,” he said, “is that a
tives. I think educators tend to forget
this fact throughout
mass education.”

the

course

of

These ideals are brought into
Leppert’s English classes. Rather than
drilling the students in rules of
grammar, Leppert dictates current
essays for students to copy.

NACHOS

as

Much of the material he uses comes
from the New York Times and
Manchester Guardian.
THEY AREN'T JUST examples of
good writing out of dusty books,” he
pointed out. “They’re pieces which were
written last week. Besides dealing with

&

GREAT MEXICAN FOOD
Eat-In or Take Home
CORNER WESTMORE & ST. CHARLES RD.
LOMBARO 620 0077
Cocktails Served
Hours: 11:00 a.m.-12:30 a.m. Mon. Thurs.

timely issues, the subjects are easily
relatable to the students.”
Why not make copies and distribute
handouts? Leppert believes something
is absorbed in the process of writing
things out.
“Sometimes,

in

order

for

me

to

lot of people emerge who don’t even
realize their own talent, and with a
certain amount of encouragement, go
on to do marvelous things.”

Consort to perform
The Burgundian Consort will
present a free concert at 10 a.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 10, in the Building
M Performing Arts Center.
The group performs in 15th century
dress on musical instruments from that
period. Richard Simons is the director.
The program will include works by
Josquin des Pres and Robert Morton.
Instruments to be used are a gothic
harp, vielle, rebec, Viola Da Gamba,
krumm-homs,
comemuse,
recorders,
percussion, voice and possibly a
hurdy-gurday.

11:00 a.m.-1:30 a.m. Fri.-Sat.
5:00

p.m.-12:00 Sunday

Nacho s Serves Tasty Nutritious
Meals—Priced Rieht
Eat With Us and Save

COMBINATIONS
#1—3 Tacos.
<07q

$ 1 99 Rice * Beans.

NaChOS fBeanJ.

I

Nachos

#2 Combination
Enchiladas fBeef.

$P 29

fBeef or Chicken).

TACOS

QQC

(Beef or Chicken.).

'

Tostadas

Chicken & Cheese).

<6
$769
V

#3 Beef Taco. Chicken
Enchilada. Rice
S969
& Beans.
Beans
t*
#4 Beef Taco. Beef
Tostada. Tamale.
19
Rice Sc Beans. J
#5 Beef Taco. Chicken
Enchilada. Tamale.
Rice Sc Beans.*3 y
SIDE ORDERS

QQ c
e\
iq
Enchilada
I y
fBeef. Chicken or Cheese) ...
C l 49
Burrito
fBean) . _5 I
S i 7Q
Burrito
fBeef or Chicken).
I
$959
Chimichanea .,
“
Tortilla Chips
TBeef or Chicken).

... 89c

Tamale.

79c

$| 29

With Guacamole

$| 29

Flauta.

49c
49c
25c
69c
49c

Beans .

99cRice.

Chili.

$ 1 49
1
Sour Cream

Pints to go

Cheeseburger .

■
Guacamole.
$] 99
French Fries

Vz Spanish
Chicken fwith

$3

SI7*,-

Hamburger...

rice)

75 Soft Drinks 65c. 45c. 35c
Milk 40c Coffee 40c

Capitol's low fares

"What a bieak!"
Whe rever we fly, we have the lowest
unrestricted fares. That means no advance
purchase, no minimum stay We're always
glad to see you, even at the last minute.
Make up your mind today—and by tomor¬
row, you’re on your way!
For reservations and information, call
your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York City 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-O-O-C-A-P-l-T-O-L).

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS
Chicago

★ Brussels
★ Frankfurt
★ Zurich

San Francisco^
Los Angeles^

EAT IN OR
TAKE OUT

$l00orr
ON ANV
PURCHASE OF
‘ 4.00 OR MORE
With This Coupon
Expires 12 31 82

*4)

,

nrifl1.

NACHOS
GREAT
MEXICAN FOOD

Miami ★l.

Nacho s Serves
Tasty
Nutritious Meals
Priced Rieht!

Puerto Plata^

SCHEDULED AIRLINE SERVICE

Eat With Us
&• Save
.™
Cocktails Served*]*

CORNER OP WESTMORE ft ST CHARLES R0
LOMBARD
620 0072

'Ok*

★ San Juan

m

*MTQL
7L
THE LOWEST FARE
★★★★★★★★★★★*********
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Philharmonic emphasizes quality
_By MOIRA LEEN_

members

The New Philharmonic at College
of DuPage has begun its sixth season
under the guiding hand of Harold

their talent.
THE SMALL FEE paid each guest
usually prevents the so-called “big
names” from appearing with the

Bauer, music director.
New Philharmonic is

an orchestra

made up of outstanding professionally
trained musicians. The group, founded
in 1977, operates under the philosophy
that a community college can provide
an environment for a high-quality

an

opportunity

to

orchestral literature, he contends. Bauer
urges students to take advantage of
what is going on in performing arts.
“There is such a great opportunity to

display

witness some remarkable things here,"
he said. “These activities are literally
right in their own backyards and they

orchestra, but Bauer added, “The big
event is not our guest artist. The selling
product is the New Philharmonic. It
sells itself.”
As music director, Bauer brings an
extensive professional conducting back¬

performance ensemble.
MEMBERS OF NEW Philharmonic
are selected by audition only. No age
restrictions are enforced, although

ground to the company. He has served
as music director of four American
orchestras and has guest conducted
throughout the United States and

Bauer stated that the youngest mem¬
bers are usually high school seniors. He
added, “No one is ever too old or too
young. Skill is the important factor.”
Bauer feels it is very important to

Europe.
This season, Bauer is on partial leave
from CD to act as visiting director of
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

have music teachers as part of the
ensemble. It serves as a sort of meeting
ground and as an outlet for skills
developed in college.
The skill level goes down after
leaving school,” Bauer explained. “By
being in a group such as this, the
proficiency is sharpened and honed.”
Each performance is embellished by a
great artist, many of whom are from
the greater Chicagoland area. Bauer is
especially pleased when a faculty
member of an area university performs
with the group because it gives

Simpson exhibit
Chicago artist Gail Andrea Simp¬
son will exhibit her drawings in the
Gallery from Nov. 7 to 25.
Simpson’s exhibition record includes
a 1982 one-person show at the Illinois
Arts Council Gallery in Chicago; the
1982 National Drawing Exhibition in
the Springfield Art Museum; a
two-person show at ARC Gallery,
Chicago; and a two-person show at the
Contemporary Art Workshop in Chica¬

institution.
The New Philharmonic is strongly
supported by the administration of CD.
Bauer says, “I know of no other school
that has a philosophy of performing arts

go.
Simpson has done performance pieces

comparable to this college. I feel very
lucky to be here.”
BAUER FEELS THAT groups such
as the New Philharmonic should
definitely become a part of all students’
lives at CD. It gives them the
opportunity to hear a first-class
orchestra and experience first-class

By MARK PFEFFERMAN
They’d rather have Dan.
Since Dan Rather replaced Walter
Cronkite, king of network news, critics
have been waiting for the “CBS
Nightly News” to nosedive.
It hasn’t happened.
Rather’s evening newscast is solidly
ahead of “ABC’s World News Tonight”
and the “NBC Nightly News” during
the 5:30 p.m. weekday time slot. The
ratings are almost identical to Cronkite’s and the advertising cost ($40,000

Sell it with

Courier
unifier

Want Ads
FOR SALE: TOYS in excellent condition.
Barbie dolls and clothes and doll homes.
Baby dolls. Adult and children's games.
Regular toys. Girls dresses and winter
coats, sizes 7-12. Academic and fictional
books. Lime oak dining room set 25 cu.ft.
Amana refrigerator/freezer. Call 653-0632,
Sat., Sun., Mon. after 7 p.m.
Will do typing in my home. Equipped with
new IBM typewriter. Call 293-1265.
NEED TYPING HELP? Term papers, letters,
miscellaneous typing. Call 620-8237.

(312)535-3212.
TYPING done in my home. Fast, accurate
and reasonable. Convenient drop-off and
pick-up. Contact Jackie after 4 p.m. at 4620031.
Professional secretary will type term
papers, resumes, letters, etc. Located nex
to CD for convenience, IBM Selectric
Correcting Typewriter, fast, reasonable ser¬
vice. Call Sally at 629-7272, ext. 27 days,
6654475after 4:30and weekends.

at the ARC and Mo Ming with artists
Alida Walsh and Andy DeGroat. Her
works can also be seen at the ARC
Gallery, Contemporary Art Workshop

Harold Bauer

a minute) as of last month equals the
figure Uncle Walter’s show received.
THE BEST THING about the “CBS
Evening News ” continued success is
that Rather, who also took over as
managing editor 20 months ago,
deserves it. The A-l reporter switched
his correspondent magic to anchorperson not by trying to fill Cronkite’s
shoes, but by wearing a new pair of his
own. His manner is frank yet calm,
candid yet reassuring. His slow,
distinctive delivery and steady gaze
into the camera reveal his comfort with
television journalism — a comfort his
newspaper background predecessor
never could quite convince us of.
Crisply edited and professionally
produced, “CBS Evening News” con-

tains more news than its network
counterparts. Leslie Stahl, long-time
CBS ace White House correspondent, is
featured. There’s also a commentary by
PBS personality Bill Moyers. The
newscast ends with a light feature
story, usually something to make the
viewer feel good after the too-oftendepressing news.
Second place “World News Tonight
may be ahead of its time. Rather’s show
is the news standard: an anchorperson
reading headlines and occasionally
introducing reporters who follow them
up. “World News Tonight” doesn’t
really have an anchor. Frank Reynolds
serves only to present reporters from all
over the world who give us an
on-the-scene account of the news., This

and the Art Institute Sales and Rental
Gallery.

broadcast style allows for quality
coverage by such worthy names as
Sam Donaldson, Barbara Walters, and
Pierre Salinger.
MANY AMERICANS DON'T like
the unsettling nature of a multibased
newscast, however, “World News
Tonight” is fastpaced, with flashy sets
and graphics. For some older viewers,
who just got usd to wire services, the
switching from city to city could be too
much. Its time will come.
The lowly “NBS Nightly News” has
been deep in the rating’s basement
since John Chancellor left the anchordesk earlier this year. New anchors
Roger Mudd in Washington and Tom
Brokaw in New York do a fine job
presenting the news.

'Halloween Ill' no viewers' treat
By SCOTT TOMKOWIAK
Question: What is the difference
between a horror and an exploitation
film? Put simply, an excellent horror
flick creates illusions that frighten the
viewer temporarily, to set up perhaps
another thrill later on. An exploitation
story does not scare, inasmuch as it
shocks the audience with graphic
displays of blood and gore.
A horror film on the average will not
concentrate on showing extremely
grisly, violent acts. Rather, it leaves
one to use his or her imagination.
Exploitation, on the other hand,
actually depicts killers chopping,
sawing and drilling their victims, which
more or less depresses the moviegoer.
In blunt teams, this kind of feature
presents violence for the

STUDENT REP NEEDED to promote our an¬
nual Spring Break trips to Florida and our
Winter Ski trips. Reps receive free trips to
commission. Call or Write: Coastal Tours,
Inc., P.O. Box 68, Oak Forest, IL 60452,

at 8 p.m. David Taylor, violin, will be
the guest artist. Taylor, a resident of
Wheaton, is the assistant concertmaster and soloist with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra.
All concerts are in the Performing
Arts Center, Building M. Admission is
free.

Symphony Orchestra. He also is
teaching advanced conducting at the

Rather tops
news race

are usually free.”
The next concert by the New
Philharmonic is Tuesday, November 23,

sake of

violence.
__
. , .,
WITH THESE POINTS m mind, it
is with relative ease that we can
separate the true good horror movie
from the disjointed and sadistic
“mad-slasher” prototype.
“Hallowwen III, Season

of

the

Witch” is the epitome of such
exploitatidn pictures that have become
colossal money makers for Hollywood
in recent years. It is a silly, artistic
disgrace that leaves one feeling cheated
at its conclusion. Within this shg
y
less than two-hour catastrophe are
scenes

of body

mutilation

that

thrown in strictly for cheap thrills.

are

The flimsy plot provides the basic
framework for the horrendous acts
of aggression. Dan O’Herlihy is cast as
multi-millionaire Conal Cochran. His
obsession is to murder millions of
innocent children throughout the
country on Halloween night. Cochran
owns a factory in the predominently
Irish town of Santa Mira, Calif. It is
called the Silver Shamrock Co. and it
manufactures rubber Halloween masks
electronically devised to kill anyone
who wears them while watching a
special television commercial.
COCHRAN HAS BUILT sophisti¬
cated robots that resemble and function
exactly like human beings. They are his
personal storm-troopers, outfitted in
bland business suits and black gloves.
Since they are machines, the robots
possess enormous strength, enough to

Along the way, the duo meet some of
the odd individuals that populate the
village. Challis talks to a drunk who
is equally apprehensive of Conal
Cochran and his factory. He tells the
doctor of the six o’clock evening curfew
and the television cameras that scan
the town at night. One of those cameras
eventually leads to the poor bum s
murder at the hands of the well-dressed
robots.
AS ONE CAN guess, the crimes are
many and are explicitly photographed.
One scene shows a 10-year old boy
wearing a Silver Shamrock mask while
watching one of the television ads that
activate it. Soon, the audience sees the
kid lying on the floor with snakes and
bloodsuckers emerging from the mask.
The impression the viewer gets is that
these creatures were actually inside the

father was murdered in the opening
moments by one of Cochran s inter¬

child’s body!
Frankly, the moviegoer can find
absolutely no reason for seeing
“Halloween III,” other than to waste
one’s time and money. O’Herlihy’s
character is so stiff and wooden that he
is unintentionally hilarious. The story¬

changeable machines. She is suspicious
and decided to turn private eye.
Meanwhile, Challis, for no good reason,
becomes intrigued with the case and

line is incredulous and does not give a
hint of what Cochran’s intentions are
for committing mass murder.
When this movie played at one of the

her. They travel up to Santa Mira and
rent a hotel room so the two of them
can study Cochran’s factory in great

Woodfield theaters, the audience at the
film’s conclusion echoed the traditional

rip the head off of a man’s body.
The good guys in this picture are Dr.
Dan Challis (Tom Atkins) and Ellie
Grimbridge (Stacey Nelkin). Ellie’s

detail.

Halloween phrase.
“Booooo!”
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Chaps horsewhip Trojans 28-6
Halloween Eve turned into a night¬

FOLLOWING

A

SCORELESS

first

mare for Triton College as DuPage be¬
deviled the Trojans for the second

quarter, DuPage drew first blood when
Schramer slammed in from the one yard

straight week, this time with a 28-6
home triumph in the Oct. 30 quarter¬

line with 14:56 remaining in the first

finals of the Region IV playoffs.
The lopsided victory, coming on the
heels of last week’s 21-8

pasting

of

Triton, represents the first-ever Region
IV playoff win for the Chaparrals, who
now have won three straight following a
frustrating 2-4 season start.
MORE IMPORTANTLY, Saturday’s
conquest propels DuPage into the

half. Matt Tilton of Yorkville kicked
the first of four extra points to make
the score 7-0 in favor of the Chaps.
DuPage struck again with 1:30
remaining in the half when Schramer
found John Hoffman of Aurora in back
of the end zone for six points. The
9-yard

pass

and

Tilton’s

The Chaparrals tallied the backbreaker touchdown in the fourth
quarter when Schramer turned a

Coach Bob MacDougall’s gridders used
a swarming defense to shut down the

quarterback keeper into a 41-yard
sprint into the end zone. Tilton’s kick

Trojans’ usually potent ground attack
busy

made it 21-0 DuPage with just 8:14 to
play.

grinding out 267 rushing yards of its
own.

LESS THAN THREE minutes later,
DuPage was on the scoreboard again

Spearheading the Chaps’ ground corp
were 5-5 tailback LeRoy Foster of
Chicago (79 yards, 14 carries), Duanne

when linebacker Rich Syvertsen picked
off an errant Tony Morrison pass and

mer of West Chicago, who rushed nine

continue its great play for us to stay
with them. But we beat them before, so
I’m optimistic about our chances.”

scampered 30 yards for the TD. Tilton
completed a perfect kicking day with
his fourth boot,
scoring at 28.

times for 55 yards and two touchdowns.
The freshman signal caller also threw

“Illinois Valley has won seven
straight since we beat them earlier this
year, so our defense will have to

the ball away from Triton’s explosive
offense.”

tomorrow, Nov. 6, in LaSalle.
In turning Triton into a pumpkin,

Livingston of Glen Ellyn (56 yards, 13
carries), and quarterback Jessie Schra-

knock off a talented offensive team like
Triton two weeks in a row,” said
MacDougall, who believes the Chaps
will have to duplicate that defensive

championship game against either
Harper or Joliet, both winners last
Saturday.

scrimmage and by running the ball and
eating up the clock, we were keeping

The 8-1 Apaches, who are currently
rated number 8 in the nation and boast

offense was

“Our defense did a super job with its
quickness. It’s a tremendous feat to

effort if they are to defeat Illinois
Valley and move on to the Region IV

“We decided at halftime to keep
running the ball,” said MacDougall.
‘‘We were dominating the line of

Region IV semifinals against Illinois

while the DuPage

Kelley (73 yards) were held in check by
the Chaparrals defense, including Bill
Gratzianna, Mark Peterson, Jeff Mc¬
Intosh, Joe Barry, Bill Rinehart and
Syvertsen.

kick gave DuPage a 14-0 halftime lead
which was never seriously threatened.

Valley, the 1982 champions of the
North Central Community College
Conference.

a seven-game winning streak, will play
host to the Chaps at 7:30 p.m.,

touchdown

(74 yards) and running mate James

As

in

last

ending

week’s

the

Chaps’

defeat,

Triton

four completions, good for 50 yards to

managed a late touchdown when
Morrison threw to halfback Kevin

prevent Triton’s giant defensive front
from keying on the DuPage running

Henderson, whose 12-yard catch came
in the final minutes and spoiled the

game.

DuPage shutout. However, Henderson

Harriers win Region IV
As CD

cross

country

Considine watched his
Chaparral

runners

Mike

top, it gives a rush of confidence to

tight pack of

coach

everyone on the course. What makes
this meet especially gratifying was to
see our sixth and seventh finishing

cruise

across

the

finish line to win the Region IV meet in
Schiller Park last weekend, he couldn’t
help comparing his team to the prep

runners place ahead
teams’ best runners.

cross country champions of York High

other

Kickers in semifinals

Currently ranked 11th in the nation,
Considine sees the Chaps climbing a

“We looked just like York, a long line
of

many

Considine optimistic

School in Elmhurst, winners of 12 state
titles.

of

runners

clad

in

green,”

NJCAA meet.

The

Chaps’

“With

miniscule

total of 28 set a Region IV meet record
and now vaults DuPage into the Nov.
13 national tournament in Utica, N.Y.

our performance

should move into the top

today,

we

10 in the

harriers

were

James

Shavers

of

Evanston (3rd at 25:46), Steve Strevell
of

Naperville

(4th

Wood

of

Lance

Murphy

at

Naperville
of

25:47),

(5th

at

Medinah

30 opening round of the Region IV soccer tournament. As the Courier was going
to press, CD was participating in the semifinal round against Triton College.
“I was pleased that so many of our players scored. We’re a smallish team,

country and I believe we could finish
anywhere between 5th and 10th in the

but extremely quick,” said Whitmer of his Chaps, who now boast a 13-6-2 mark

national meet. Some of our runners may
run even better times with all the

for the season.
It didn’t take long for the DuPage quickness to pay off dividends as right

excitement of the national meet.

We

winger Tom Wilson of Wheaton scored three minutes into the contest on a
penalty kick. Two more early goals, including one by Rudy Castillo of West

plan to continue ‘packing it.’”
Blazing the way
Blazing the way for Considine’s

Coach Bob Whitmer’s Chaparrals unleashed a tenacious and balanced attack
as eight different players scored in an 8-0 blanking of Moraine Valley in the Oct.

few notches.

said

Considine as he savored his top five
runners finishing 3-4-5-6-10 in the

DUPAGE QUARTERBACK JESSIE Schramer barks out signals in recent
Chap football game. CD is on winning streak, with squad defeating Triton
two weeks in row. Chaps now face Illinois Valley Saturday, Nov. 6 in Region
IV semifinals.

Considine added, “Realistically, I

Chicago, vaulted DuPage to a commanding 3-0 halftime lead.
The Chaps’ relentless offense continued in the second stanza as Zakwan

can’t see us running away from
everybody, but we certainly did it in

Khayat of Glen Ellyn rammed home a 15-foot shot to make it 4-0 DuPage at the

this meet.”

five minute mark of the second half. Other goals were scored by Pete Legeza,

Larry

(28th minute), Chris Brucciani of Naperville (37th minute), Joe Buczko of

25:48),

Naperville (39th minute), and Attila Kutbay of Glendale Heights (43rd minute).

(6th

NJCAA REGION IV MEET

at

25:53), and Jim Sylte of Glen Ellyn
(10th at 26:06). In addition, two other
Chaps ran the five-mile course in style
with Herb Ehninger of Woodridge

.28

Waubonsee. .209

Black Hawk. .59
Oakton. .87

Illinois Valley. . .215
Harper. . 218

Lake County- .... 115

Black Hawk East

288

Triton . ....151

McHenry. .

300

DU PAGE

Wright. .... 153....

Whitmer praised the play of backup goalie Kevin Murphy of LaGrange who
made six saves as anchor of the DuPage backline.
“Actually it’s hard to say that Kevin is a second stringer, because he’s
played in some tough games for us,” Whitmer said. “He made some excellent
saves and kept our defense looking sharp back there.”

(12th) and Tim Evans of Naperville
INDIVIDUALS

(17th) rounding out the DuPage effort.
“I

was

really

impressed

with

our

packing,” said Considine. “When your
team’s runners are all packed near the

1. Craig Ford. Black Hawk. 25:28; 2. Doug Sand, Black
Hawk. 25:27; 3

Larry Wood, College ot Du Page, 25:48; 6. Lance Murphy,
College of Du Page, 25:53:

COLLEGE OF DuPAGE

'0

Scoreboard

Jamas Shavers, College ol Du Page,

25:46; 4. Steve Strevell, College ot Du Page, 25:47; 5.

22nd Street and Lambert Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

u

Football

POST AGE

Women's cross country

PAID
Glen Ellyn. IL
Permit No 164
NJCAA REGION IV MEET

non-profit

REGION IV TOURNAMENT

ORGANIZATION

Du Peg® 28, Triton 8

Black Hawk.31

Black Hawk East.83

Second quarter: Jessie Schramer, Du Page, 1-yard run
(Matt Tilton kick), 7-0; John Hoffman, Du Pag®, 9-yard

Triton.52

DUPAGE.86

Lake County.60

Waubonsee.94

pass from Schramer (Tilton kick), 14-0. Fourth quarter:
Sectional qualifiers

Schramer, Du Page, 41-yard run (Tilton kick), 21-0; Rich
Syvertsen, Du Page 30-yard run (Tilten kick), 28-0; Kevin

1. Gail Holliday. Black Hawk, 18:11,9; 2. Jane Murphy,

Henderson. Triton, 12-yard pass from Tony Morrison (kick

Triton; 18:32; 3. Alice Bulinski, Triton, 18:51; 4. Pat Egan,
Lake County, 19:06; 5. Lorrie Jurevitz, Black Hawk, 19:27.

failed), 28-6.

